
Equanimity in AmericaEquanimity in America
-exploring the evolving potential of structural stone-

On March 15, 2023 in conjunction with The Architecture League of New York, Precision
Stone put on an event where we heard from our friends and colleagues Steve Webb of
Webb & Yates Engineers, and Pierre Bidaud from The Stonemasonry Company. Both

from the UK, they are the leading experts in the use of stone as structure. The team gave
a presentation of research about the sustainability and circularity of building with stone.

Watch a video of the presentation here. here. 

The star of this event, the award winning Equanimity Beam, made its debut in the US after
its first showing at “The New Stone Age” exhibit in London. The thirty-six foot beam

demonstrates how “unloved” stone could easily be recycled and post-tensioned to make
building structures. Stone is the natural solution for modern, sustainable construction that

offers aesthetic value too. The beam was part of the Royal Academy of Art Summer
Exhibition 2022 and through our efforts, stood in Brooklyn, New York at ABC Stone’s new

event space.

Precision Stone continues to partner with world renowned architects, designers, and
artisans to create superior stone designs. For the last 40 years we have prided ourselves

as the industry leader in the Natural Stone business - constantly innovating and raising the
bar in every aspect of the industry including material supply, drafting, modeling,

fabrication, robotics, installation and engineering. This landmark exhibition was the
culmination of all of the energy and effort put forth by the Precision Stone team of master

stonemasons. 

The exhibition was on display for 6 weeks in the Spring.
Look out for our next bulletin about the current exhibition, "The Past Is Now Present" atLook out for our next bulletin about the current exhibition, "The Past Is Now Present" at

ABC's event spaceABC's event space.

https://www.precisionstone.net/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-32l9bew27U


Post tension staircase model

Stone foundation model

Thirty-story stone tower
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